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Francesco (A) is Italian - love takes him to Denmark in 2009. Emanuele (B) is Italian as well - 
music takes him to Denmark in 2012. Mark (C) is Danish - with deep latin roots.

A and C often play together. A and B already know each other well. C and B feel it natural 
to meet and set up this constellation. A, B and C enjoy playing concerts in small churches. 

Improvisation is a vital process for A, B and C.

What you are reading may not be too helpful for understanding the music they play. Then 
imagine a contemporary chamber ensemble with some dirt in it - a small choir where each 

voice raises from the ground.

A potentially-folk project.

Slightly less mysterious:
This trio is about knowing the music well enough to navigate freely and improvise, as a unit, 

with and around the written material. To instantly react freely to each other and create 
music with authenticity and presence.  A musical attitude that the group has worked intensely 

on in recent years. The debut album holds a poetic and very melodic chamber musical 
expression contrasted by textures, preparations and microtonality. An almost architectural 

blend of abstraction and warmth is a strong ambition and trademark of the group. 
  This music does not care about genre or style. It is essentially about musical conversation 

and made for ears interested in dialogue.   

Writings:
Mark Solborg .. one of the most fervid and intriguing musicians on the European scene.

- All about Jazz Italia

 Surveying Bigoni’s work is a rewarding experience. His range is broad, and his enthusiasm, 
passion and execution are as infectious as they are impressive. 

- Peter Margasak, Downbeat (US)

[on Third Reel/Maniscalco - on ECM ] 
An absorbing and beautiful recording that deserves to be heard widely. 

- The Jazz Mann

[on On Dog/Bigoni/Solborg]
.. there is an organic and thoughtful sense of urgency that makes this trek feel like one we’d like 

to take. 
- New York City Jazz Record, US

 Brilliant recording, genuine and perky musicianship, shrewd compositions, band interplay and 
interesting arrangements. Unconditional recommendations!

-Ragazzi.de 

EmAnuElE mAniscAlco - PiAno
FrAncEsco Bigoni - TEnor sAxoPhonE & clArinET

mArk solBorg - guiTAr

Debut album ouT now 
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Emanuele Maniscalco (ITA – b. 1983) is a pianist, drummer and composer. Mainly 
self-taught. Attended Siena Jazz Summer Workshops in 2003-2004 and Conservatory in 

Brescia (Italy) from 2009 to 2011 (jazz program). He graduated from the Soloist line at the 
RMC in Copenhagen in 2014. Steady member of the bands of Enrico Rava (2004-2007) and 

Stefano Battaglia (2004-now). Leader of two bands, a sextet called Slow Band (where he 
plays drums) and a quartet called From Time To Time (as a pianist). Co-leader of Third Reel 

(Swiss-Italian trio which had its debut-album out on ECM in 2013). Emanuele is currently 
working on a solo project and on new collaborations in Scandinavia. 

www.emanuelemaniscalco.com

Francesco Bigoni (1982) has been active on the creative Italian scene for more than ten 
years, and on the Danish scene since 2009. He has been featured in bands led by such 

prominent musicians as Enrico Rava og Gianluca Petrella, Stefano Battaglia 
(ECM recording artist), Greg Cohen and Jim Black.  

Bigoni also leads the quintet ON DOG (also on ILK) with Mark Solborg. He is a member of 
the artist collectives/record labels  El Gallo Rojo (Italy) and ILK (Denmark). 

www.francescobigoni.tumblr.com
 

Danish-Argentinian guitarist Mark Solborg (1972) has, since 2000, been active on the 
European scene as either leader or co-leader of the groups Solborg 4+4+1, Revolver, 

Solborg/Eilertsen/Bruun aka Mark Solborg Trio, Herb Robertson/Mark Solborg Duo and 
others. Mark has released 17 albums with his original music. Solborg’s work as composer 

and guitarist has been Grammy-nominated, Reumert-awarded, awarded by the Danish 
Arts Agency and has recieved significant international recognition. In recent years Mark has 

performed and recorded with the legendary Evan Parker, Herb Robertson, Chris Speed, 
Hank Roberts and many others 

www.solborg.dk
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